
World Café Facilitator’s Script 

What: A World Café is a method for creating a living network of collaborative dialogue around 

questions that matter in service to real work. 

Why: You hold valuable and unique knowledge and insight about our work!  World Café’s are 

built on this assumption – that people already have within them the wisdom and creativity to 

answer complex challenges and that we are Wiser Together than we are alone.  This is why we 

are here together, in a World Café we’ve named our Discovery Café: to create CRC’s next 

strategic plan to guide our work and growth together for the next three years.  Our Discovery 

Café is the beginning of that conversation.   

How: There are three principles that guide our work in World Café:  
 
1) Connect Diverse Perspectives: The opportunity to move between tables, meet new people, 

actively contribute your thinking, and link the essence of your discoveries to ever-widening 

circles of thought is one of the distinguishing characteristics of the Café. As you carry key ideas 

or themes to new tables, you exchange perspectives, greatly enriching the possibility for 

surprising new insights.  

 

2) Listen together for Patterns and Insights: Listening is a gift we give to one another. Through 

practicing shared listening and paying attention to themes, patterns and insights, we begin to 

sense a connection to the larger whole. Encourage each other to listen for what is not being 

spoken along with what is being shared. 

 

3) Share Collective Discoveries: Conversations held at one table reflect a pattern of wholeness 

that connects with the conversations at the other tables. The last phase of the Café, often 

called the “harvest”, involves making this pattern of wholeness visible to everyone in a large 

group conversation.  As the third round of conversation is wrapping up, we will gently invite 

everyone to gather final thoughts, maybe expressing a single key insight on a large post it note, 

or finishing a doodle or note on the large sheet, and then posting these visual harvests in the 

Gallery. We will then have 15 minutes to gather refreshments and take a Gallery walk, before our 

annual meeting. 

 

Here’s what happens next: We will guide you to a spot at a table to begin conversations!  When 

it’s time to move to the next round, we will remind everyone that the Table Host stays with the 

table and all other participants move about freely, selecting a new table and new conversation 

partners to work with.   

 

But first, Café Etiquette: HAVE FUN!  Play, doodle, draw… Listen together for patterns, insights, 

and deeper connections.  Slow down – so you have time to think and reflect.  Facilitate yourself 

and others.  Link and connect ideas.  Focus on what matters.  Contribute your thinking.  Speak 

with your mind and heart.   

 

Responsibilities of Table Hosts: Remain at the same table for the whole café; welcome travelers 

from other tables for next round; briefly share insights from prior conversation so others can link 

and build using ideas from their tables; gently encourage everyone to jot down and doodle key 

connections, ideas, discoveries and deeper questions as they emerge. 


